ASW COMPENSATION COMPARISON

According to financial information provided by The New School, academic student workers (ASWs) only comprise 1.4% of the total operating budget. Claims by the administration that our economic proposals would impose an unreasonable financial burden on the School must be understood in this context.

THE BREAK DOWN

According to the 2016-2017 TNS Consolidated Financial Statements, total operating expenses were $384,467,000.

Institutional Support: IT, Marketing and Comms, HR and Finance, Development, and Executive Management was $49,680,000*

Instruction and departmental research* was $119,163,000

According to the most recent data provided by the administration, the cost to the School of a full year of ASW employment was $5,283,718, or 1.4% of the total operating expenses for 2016-2017.

RA and TA Semester Earnings

* NYU +$13,763 stipend for PhDs
* CUNY +$23,742 stipend for PhDs

Health Care Coverage for ASW

NYU 100%
COLUMBIA 100%
CUNY 100%

Includes Childcare fund and Dependents

*NYU GSOC CBA https://www.gsgoc.nyu.edu/2017-2018/
The Graduate Center Fellowship https://www.gc.cuny.edu/CUNY-Graduate-
Student-Center/fellowship-programs/graduate-student-fellowship-programs-overview
* Columbia, College of Arts and Sciences https://apc.columbia.edu/med/oa/financial-aid
* Graduate School of Arts and Sciences 2018-19 Stipend rates https://www.gc.cuny.edu/training/finances/2018-stipend-rates
* Pace Tuition and Fees https://www.pace.edu/undergraduate/dues-fees/2018-19/undergraduate-tuition-fees

*Majority of New School ASW positions are 10 hr/week RA and TA positions